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_!ANAS POLITICAL STATUS COXXISSION
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The Marianas 2oli_iaal Status Commission appyeaia_a&

uhe efforts of _he Un_& States Delegation to resolve nha

ma_or outstanding issues in these negotiations. We will

_ry no respond in a similar spirit of cooperation and desire

to bring _hese negotiations zo a sucaessful conclusion.

December 17, 1974
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Land Issues

I. Method of Acquisition. The Commission is

v_=y pleased that Ehe United S:ates is prepared to accept a

50 year _,ease with an option to renew for another 50 years

for the land which i_ being made available by the _<arlanas for

defense purposes. The Commission accepts the position of the

U. S. Delegation tha_ there should be only a single lump sum

payment f6r this lease.

2. Price. The Commission has considered the new oz:e';

which the United States presented yesterday. This is our _esponse:

a. Farallon de Medini!la (206 acres) : _

Commission accepts the U. S. offer of $20,600.

b. Islev Field (485 acres): The Commission

has carefully weighed the alternatives which the U. S. Deiegauion

has presented to us: either accept, the U. S. o_.er== o.= $482_000

or keep =he land involved. The Commission has decided that

its long-term economic interests are best served by keeping

the 485 acres. Therefore, the Commission declines the U. S.

offer of $482,000.

c. Tanapa$ Harbor (177 acres): The Commission

has considered the alternatives which the U. S. Delegation

has presented regarding this very valuable parcel of real

estate: either accept the U. S. offer of $2 million wi_h

various conditions or keep the land involved. The Commission
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Zn_Z the UnJted_ States offer ok $2 m._lion is i_

the best interests of both the United States and the people

of the Earianas. According ly_ we have decided to _ake the

_ ; _._e ganera_ terms put forward by _,_n_ available under _

United S_ates. We are sure that implementing language can

-" withbe wormed ou:: in _he :eahnical agreement to de_. the

following concerns of the Commission.

First, the Commission obviously w±l _ like as f_-

guaranZ_as as possible regarding the ava._a_..uy of u_.ited

States funds and expertise _n developing the park. If po_s.ula_

we would appreciate any further assurances which you can

provide regarding the ave ....... uj of federa_ g_ants which

could be used to develop :he park as quickly as possible.

Second, _he Commission generally accepts the idea

of a restriction on the income to be derived from the $2

million to be paid by the United States for this property.

The Commission believes that the language defining the parzlssibl

uses of _his income should be as flexible as possible.

We agree =ha_ the first priorities should be _he development

and maintenance of _he park. If not all the money is needed

for these purposes in the distant future, we believe that

the money should be available also for o_her recreational,

conservation, cultural or similar public purposes throughout

the Marianas.

Third, the Commission assumes that the approximately
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44 acres to he leased back to the Governmen _ ok the Xo_tnarn

Marianas at a nominal price will in fact be available for

appropriate economic development. We understand that only

harbor-related activities will he permitted, in order _o

encourage such activities, however_ it will be necessary

to be able to offer substantial leases (for example_ ten

years) and to permit construction of warehouses and othe_

facilities customarily found in port industrial areas.

We believe that you share these same objectives and tha_

mutually acceptable safeguards can be provided in the technical

agreemenn.

c. Tinian (17_799 acres): The Commission

is prepared to accegt the U S revised _== :. . . _er o_ $17,500,000.

The Commission has decided also to support _he reques_ of

_he Tinian Municipal Council that 3% of this a_ounZ be available

for the needs of the people of Tinian.

In short, Mr. Ambassador, the Commission is prepared

to accept a total of $19,520,600 for the acreages described

above at Farallon de Mediniila, Tanapag Earbor, and Tinian.

Once you have assured yourself that my arithmetic is correct,

i hope you will agree that--as we Americans say--we have

a deal_
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Compensatory Economic Assistance

We are pleased to accept your _-± to recommend

$500,000 annually during Phase ii for economic support to

_ompensate for the change in __ .in.an.m___._.y plans for _

And we unders_:and your very practical concern to specify

the programs to be funded with compensatory support funds.

We have the following comments on your specific proposals

for low income hous __no and special training funds:

!. Low Income EousinE Funds. The Commission

appreciates your proposal to recommend $250,000 per year

during Phase II to fund a housing authority w_.mch will have

specific responsibilities to finance hous.n o_ _ for low income

families. By'making such financ =_rigavailable, the personal

disappointment of many who were anticipating military base

_ob and economic opportunities will be eased.

Because several members of the Commission have

personal and professional knowledge of 10w income housing

requirements in the Northern Marianas, we are prepared to

wor_ with you during the forthcoming recess to develop detailed

4 cjust._ications for low income housing funds

2. Specie! Trainin$ Funds. In regard to your

proposal to recommend $250,000 annually during Phase II

for a special training fund, we feel that such a fund can

be used to flnance programs which will compensate for on-
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the-Job and other training prograzs which would have been

associated with military ba_e e_ploy_ent. Equally important_

" _ _ hewe reel that these p_ogra_s will assist us to _eve_op t

skills and capabilities required by the new Commonwealth

Government.

Among the possible training programs which you

have _aantified, we would assign h.gn priorities to those

which would enable us to develop cadres of competent personnel

for the various agencies of the new government. 2rogra_s

to establish internships in U. S. federal, state and local

government agencies for Commonwealth civil servants, technical

assistance programs to provide training and experience for

t_._n Commonwealth government agencies and otherpersonnel wi _

programs of a similar nature would be worthwhile.

Also, in regard to your suggestion for training

programs to facilitate adjustments required to accommodate

separation from the Trust Territory, our new status will

require the rapid upgrading of professional standards in

educe=ion and health services. There are serious questions,

for instance, as to our ability to qualify for some federal

health and education programs because of the low professional

standards which we will carry over to our new status. Thus_

special training programs to upgrade the professional qua!ifica-

tions of education and medical services personnel would

be very appropriate.
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As in t.he ease of low income housing funds_ we

are prepared to work with you during t_- recess to develop.

detailed _ust:ificazions for special tr=,n.,_ funds
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Draft Covenant

The Commission has carefully reviewed the Join_

Drafting Committee Working Draft of the Covenant dated December

16_ 1974. The following is our response:

1. Section i05(a): The Co_ission is prepared

_o a_cep_ the U. S. version of this section with the insertion

of the word "guaranteed" wha_e it is inten4ed to go. We

are prepared to delete Section 806 from _he mutual consent

lis_.

2. Section 301: We are prepared to eliminate

_he brackets around the two dates involved.

3. Section 501: We are confidant that you share

the objective un_erlylng _he !anguaze 2roposed 5y ou_ counsel.

if you are willing to put this sentence into the explanatory

nones, then we will agree to i_s deletion from the text

of _he Covenant.

4. Section 506: The Commission is prepared to

delete subsection (b) of Section 506. In the interest of

brevity, we believe the U. S. Delegation should accept our

version o_ sub_ectlon (a), subject of course to your need

_o obtain a technical review of this section in Washington.

5. Sections 601 and 602: The Commission is prepared

to accep_ the basic position of the U. S. Delegation on

the subiect of the income tax laws. With this step taken,

we believe technical agreement on language should be reached
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before release of the Covenant. The Commission continues

to believe that its language is preferable.

6. Section 604(a): The Commission is prepared

to deieza the bracketed language.

7. Section 702: We assume that this section

will be modified to reflect our agreement regarding the

additional $500,000 of economic support for the Marianas.

8. Section 803: Our representative has presented

language to you which attempts uo implement the views of

both sides. All zhaz this section must do is to state the

most important terms of the land use arrangement and indicaue

the major portions of, and incorporate by reference, the

Technical Agreement. We believe that at least tentatively

acceptable la_aguage can promptly be worked out by our respective

representatives.

9. Section 804: The Commission believes that

the parties a:ce not far apart, if apart at all, with respect

to the principle to be incorporated in this section, in

brief, the section should provide that all agreements which

grant the United States use rights in land in the Northern

Marianas will be cancelled, and at the same time it should

preserve to t[he United States those rights which it presently

has in lands needed and used for civilian governmental activity

(post office and coast guard). We believe _hat a_ least
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tentatively acceptable _ ...._=_a_e can p_omptly ba worked ouu.

10. Section 805: The Commission is willing to

agree to the United States proposal that land alienation

restrictions be mend&tory for the first 25 year_ of the

Commonwealth and thereafter permissive, and that restrictions

oz holdings of public land by individuals be permi_slve.

Minor language problems can easily be solved.

ll. Section 806: The Commission has given the

most intensive consideration to the United States version

of Section ;306, particularly subsection (c) dealing with

the power of eminent domain. This is a highly sensitive

ma_er with our people. In view of the United States willing-

n_ss to stare _hat it has no present intention to ac_umre

or need for additional land fo_ defense purposes, or for

any g_eater interest __ !and than the lease to be gr_..ted

to it--and in view of the statement o_ policy you are willing

to make in Sectlon 806(a), the protections Offered by United

_am_._ and trust that mushSta_es law, and the basic good = "_

mark our future relationship--the Commission will agree

_es_o prov±sio:_s in the Covenant granting the United S _-_

Government the Same power of eminent domain it has elsewhere

in the United States. We have some minor language adjustments

which are consistent with this position to propose to you

through our representative.

i2. Section 901: The Commission is prepared to

accept the _i_le of _esiden_ Representative for _ -
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(or Woman) in Washington. The Commission wishes to explore

on a technical level leaving the length of the representative's

term of office to the future ConsZitution or laws of the

Northern Zarianas. _e are prepared to delete the last b_acke_ed

sentence in current subsection (a) regarding costs. The

Commission has also decided to drop subsection (b)_ not

because we are any less persuaded of _'_._ essential merit,

but because we are hopeful that the members of Congress

eventually will be convinced that the Northern Marianas

deserves equality of treatment with the other territories.

!5. Section 904(c) : We are confident that this

!an_uage d_f_erence can ba resolved at a technical level

before release of the Covenant.

14. Section 1002: The Commission is willing to

delete the bracketed sentence _:f the U. S. Delegation is

willing to put a statement of its present intentions regarding

termination of the Trusteeship Agreement into the explanatory

no_es .

15. Section 1003: This section should be reviewed

at a technical level in light of the changes recently made

in the proposed Covenant. We assume all brackets can be

removed.

16. Section 1004: Several lines of this section

have been dropped.

17. Section 1006: The Commission is willing to

drap this section if the U. S. Delegation will make a comparable
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commitment reGardlng separate administration in the Joln_

Communique to be issued tomorrow.

The Commission recommends that the members of

the Joint "_D_.Zln_ Committee make every possible effort

to ensure that any version of the Covenant to be made public

_omorzow ba as complete and accurate as possible.


